AB2433 – ½” IN LINE FLOW LIMITER (6 L/Min)
Key

Description

Qty

A

Hose

n/s

B

Flow limiter

1

C

Existing sealing washer

n/s

D

Showerhead

n/s

Installation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Following the mixertap or shower installation instructions, install the product as indicated.
Ensure all valves are in the off position.
Unscrew the showerhead (D) or mixertap sprayhead from the hose (A).
Remove the existing ½” sealing washer (C) and replace with the ½” flow limiter (B). IMPORTANT ; note the
orientation of the flow limiter (B)
5. Screw the showerhead (D) or mixertap sprayhead back onto the hose (A)

After installation:
Once you have visually checked the new fittings and connections ensure that all taps are closed except the new mixer
tap, which should be left open. Turn on the water supply at the mains stop cock. As the system starts to refill, check
carefully for leaks. Once you are fully satisfied that there are no leaks, turn off the kitchen tap and check again carefully
for leaks.
About this product:
This product uses the latest water saving technology and will reduce your hot and cold water consumption to a
maximum of 6 litres a minute regardless of the incoming water pressure. Should the flow regulator become blocked with
debris or require maintenance it can be removed, cleaned and then replaced. See graph for typical flow rates at various
input pressure ranges.

Important Technical Data:
†

Minimum operating pressure 1 bar
Maximum operating pressure 4 bar*
Flow rate @ 3 bar = 6l/min ±10%

Maximum hot water temperature 70°C*
Recommended hot water temperature 46°C
Maximum flow = 6l/min ± 10%

* If the maximum pressure or temperature is exceeded the product could fail.
† If the available pressure is less than the minimum pressure requirement, less than the maximum flow will be achieved.
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